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others which go on educating people all through life, whether
meant to do so or not. The most obviously effective result of
broadcasting is that the musical culture of the people is being
raised to a level that was formerly impossible, and this result
is intensified by the fact that the broadcasting of good music
performed by first-rate musicians has stimulated the demand
for gramophone records of such music. Music is a clear case
in point, because music is the art which appeals entirely to the
"listener." But the same principle which governs the success
of broadcast music is probably at work in all the best forms of
broadcasting. As the success of musical programmes depends
upon first-rate conductors and performers, so the success of
other items depends upon authoritative speakers possessing
first-hand knowledge. A travel talk by a real traveller, a social
talk by a social worker, a history talk by one who has made
the subject his own, a literary talk by a well-known writer, a
jtalk on science by a distinguished man of science—these are
instances of the most eifective broadcasting. But, of course, the
value of all such talks depends upon whether they act as a
stimulus to thought, and not merely as a form of amusement.
If we have chosen the more serious items of a broadcast pro-
gramme for special comment, it is not that we underrate
drama, or the frivolous vaudeville item. The latter may have
a truly educational effect by setting a standard of innocent
fun.
Newspapers Prominent among the institutions we are noting
in this chapter is the daily newspaper, that con-
stant educator, again for better or worse, of the whole reading
public. Since the closing years of the nineteenth century a
remarkable change has come over most of British journalism.
In what may now be called the old days, the page of a penny
newspaper looked prim as compared with its successor of
to-day. The reader is no longer left to form his own judgment
as to the. relative value and importance of news. Bold staring

